
Christopher Martin
Web Developer

EXPERIENCE

Apprentice  Fire Sprinkler Fitter |   Martex Sprinkler

Sept  2020 - 2021, ABBOTSFORD, BC

● Collaborated with multiple different teams of workers to organize
and complete work to get things done in a timely manner through
work delegation working with other co-workers and other trade
workers to get things done.

● Demonstrated punctuality and time management  showing up early
and taking initiative when the supervisor is unavailable to ensure
work was completed to standard..

Landscaper  |  Jason’s Landscaping
Jun  2019 - 2020, ABBOTSFORD, BC

● Demonstrated project management and leadership by headed
teams to get projects done showing management and leadership
skills.

● Exhibited thoroughness and a strong eye for detail and due to the
nature of work required great attention to detail and small details
to make landscapes look like a work of art.

Mcdonalds Trainer |  Mcdonalds

Aug  2015 - 2018, ABBOTSFORD, BC

● Effectively able to train employees in the stress of working in a high
fast paced environment.

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma Candidate, Web Development

Sep  2021 - Dec 2021, ABBOTSFORD, BC

PROJECTS

Retrospekt | Lead Coder

Nov - Dec School Final Project

● A CRUD application for determining website safety
against malware and efficiency of the program based on
verified user review.

Christopher.martin5555

@gmail.com

604-226-2309

www.linkedin.com/in/christophe

r-martin051

https://github.com/Chrismartin0
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SKILLS

 HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Node,

React, Express, MySQL, Agile

Development, Document Object

Model (DOM) APIs, Web APIs,

User Authentication, OAuth,

Heroku, GitHub, Jest

PROFILE

The world is changing more and
more to a technology oriented
format and I have always felt
natural and at my best behind a
computer. I’d like my work to have
a positive impact on the world and
I can best do that by putting my
love and time into development.
I've explored other industries
throughout my career, but I
always come back to technology
and want to learn more and share
with others leaving an impact. I’m
good with teamwork and hard
work and I want to add my
passions and experiences to your
team as well learn from and gain
from your team.

http://www.linkedin.com/in/christopher-martin051
http://www.linkedin.com/in/christopher-martin051

